Special Itinerary:

A Magical Journey through
Madagascar with Quentin Bloxam
18 - Day Group Tour - Led by Quentin Bloxam and
Daniel Razafimandimby
02 – 19 November 2017

ITINERARY IN BRIEF
02 Nov

Depart LONDON (or regional airport). Change aircraft in PARIS. Fly to
ANTANANARIVO (TANA). O/n RELAIS DES PLATEAUX HOTEL, BB.

03 Nov

Morning visit to TSARASOATRA LAKE for wetland birdwatching. Afternoon drive to
ANTSIRABE. O/n COULEAR CAFÉ, FB.

04 Nov

Transfer overland to KIRINDY RESERVE. Late afternoon and evening walk in forest.
O/n KIRINDY GITE, FB.

05 Nov

Enjoy a full day of guided walks in KIRINDY RESERVE in search of its special wildlife.
Take another night walk. O/n KIRINDY GITE, FB.

06 Nov

Morning guided walk in KIRINDY RESERVE. After lunch transfer back towards
MORONDAVA stopping at points of interest along the way. Enjoy viewing the
AVENUE DES BAOBABS at sunset. O/n PALISSANDRE COTE OUEST, FB.

07 Nov

Transfer to ANTSIRABE stopping at points of interest along the journey. O/n
COULEAR CAFÉ, FB.

08 Nov

Morning city tour in ANTSIRABE. Transfer south to RANOMAFANA NATIONAL
PARK with stops of interest en route. In the evening take a wildlife walk in search of
nocturnal wildlife. O/n SETAM LODGE, FB.

09 Nov

Morning and afternoon excursions in RANOMAFANA NATIONAL PARK. O/n
SETAM LODGE, FB

10 Nov

Drive south to ISALO NATIONAL PARK. Stop for a visit to ANJA PARK. Visit the
Window of Isalo if time allows. O/n RELAIS DE LA REINE, FB

11 Nov

Day to walk in ISALO NATIONAL PARK. O/n RELAIS DE LA REINE, FB

12 Nov

Early departure and transfer to TULEAR. Take boat to the isolated fishing village of
ANAKAO. Afternoon at leisure by the beach. O/n ANAKAO OCEAN LODGE, FB.

13 Nov

Excursion to the little visited spiny forest at TSIMANAMPETSOTSA NATIONAL
PARK to see its unique flora and fauna. O/n ANAKAO OCEAN LODGE, FB.

14 Nov

Transfer to TULEAR. Fly to TANA. Vehicle at the group’s disposal to explore TANA.
O/n RELAIS DES PLATEAUX HOTEL, BB.

15 Nov

Morning transfer to ANDASIBE. Afternoon to explore the community managed
MITSINJO FOREST RESERVE in search of rainforest wildlife. Night walk in the
evening. O/n ANDASIBE HOTEL, FB.

16 Nov

Excursion in MANTADIA NATIONAL PARK with packed lunch. Night walk for
nocturnal wildlife. O/n ANDASIBE HOTEL, FB.

17 Nov

Morning excursion in ANALAMAZAOTRA NATIONAL PARK (PERINET) rainforest.
O/n ANDASIBE HOTEL, FB.

18 Nov

Morning excursion in (PERINET or MANTADIA) rainforest reserve. Afternoon transfer
back to TANA. Day use of a room at RELAIS DES PLATEAUX, Later transfer to the
airport for check in. BB.

19 Nov

Fly to LONDON (or regional airport) via PARIS.

A MAGICAL JOURNEY THROUGH
MADAGASCAR WITH
QUENTIN BLOXAM
As former Director of Conservation
Management at Durrell (formerly Jersey
Wildlife Preservation Trust), Quentin
Bloxam has been at the forefront of
innovative conservation breeding projects in
a quest to preserve endangered species
from extinction. Quentin was with Gerald
Durrell in Madagascar and is referred to as
"Q" in ‘The Aye-Aye and I’ book. Although a
herpetologist by training, Quentin is equally
familiar with Madagascar’s mammals,
insects and birds. His many trips to the Big
Red Island over the last two decades have imbued in him a profound love of the
country and its unique attractions.
His charm, personality and evident sense of humour, combined with his extensive
knowledge of all things Malagasy and aptitude with wildlife photography, will ensure
you gain the best possible enjoyment and results from your once-in-a-lifetime trip to
Madagascar.

The Group will be led by DANIEL RAZAFIMANDIMBY.
With a degree in English from the University of Antananarivo and well over a
decade’s worth of experience in Madagascar tourism and guiding, Daniel has always
been highly regarded by our
clients and is an exceptionally
popular choice to lead the
group.
Daniel’s
profound
knowledge of Madagascar’s
wildlife and Malagasy culture
combined with his natural charm
and excellent spoken English
will greatly enhance your
knowledge of your surroundings
and enjoyment of the tour.
Always cheerful, patient and
attentive, Daniel is bound to be
a firm favourite with all the
group members, as always.

A MAGICAL JOURNEY THROUGH MADAGASCAR WITH QUENTIN BLOXAM
AND DANIEL RAZAFIMANDIMBY, 18 DAYS, SMALL GROUP TOUR, 02 – 19
NOVEMBER 2017
Thu 02 Nov

Depart LONDON HEATHROW (or other regional airport) on AIR
FRANCE flight AF1381 at 0640 to PARIS CHARLES DE GAULLE
AIRPORT, arriving at 0900. On arrival, take the shuttle bus to the
relevant terminal and connect with AIR FRANCE flight AF934 at 1130
to ANTANANARIVO (TANA) IVATO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT,
arriving at 2305. Met on arrival at the airport and transfer to the hotel.
O/n RELAIS DES PLATEAUX,
BB. Situated about 10 minutes’
drive from the airport, this
comfortable three-star hotel set
in exotic gardens offers well
equipped, en suite rooms
including
air
conditioning,
satellite TV and mini-bar,
decorated in Malagasy design
using local materials. Other
facilities in the hotel include a local handicraft shop, restaurant serving
French cuisine and local delicacies, bar and swimming pool (heated in
the cooler months).

Fri 03 Nov

Morning pick up and transfer to TSARASAOTRA LAKE (aka. LAC
ALAROBIA) in a district of Tana for some unusual Hauts Plateaux
birdwatching. Numerous dimorphic egrets and squacco herons can be
found alongside the
more familiar great- and
cattle egrets. Ducks are
abundant with whitefaced whistling ducks,
red-billed teal, knobbilled ducks, fulvous
whistling
ducks,
hottentot teal, and with
luck the rare endemic
Meller’s
duck.
Also
found
are
swamp
warblers, red fody, coucal, Madagascar kestrel, manikins and other
endemics. In the afternoon drive (c. 3.5 hrs) through Merina villages
and mosaics of rice fields to ANTSIRABE, an attractive Hauts
Plateaux spa town founded by Norwegian missionaries and noted for
its rickshaws and thermal baths.
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O/n COULEUR CAFÉ, FB. A
relatively new hotel, perhaps the
best in Antsirabe. There are five
comfortable bungalows with
private bathroom, surrounded by
beautiful gardens. There is a
small
restaurant
serving
traditional Malagasy cuisine.
Sat 04 Nov

Depart overland (9 -10 hours) by road to Kirindy stopping many times
at various points of interest and to take photographs along the
journey. You will also be able to see the different ethnic groups and
see how the red soil changes to fertile farming lands around the town
of Miandrivazo where cotton, rice and tobacco are grown. As you get
closer to KIRINDY RESERVE (SWISS FOREST) you slowly enter the
dry deciduous forest ecosystem.
The 10,000-hectare Kirindy reserve is
a rare remnant of Madagascar’s
threatened dry tropical deciduous
forest. The reserve contains such
oddities as the endangered giant
jumping rat (vositse) collected by
Gerald Durrell and now resident at
Durrell Wildlife (formerly Jersey Zoo),
the fossa - Madagascar’s largest
predator and a member of the civet
family, and seven species of nocturnal
lemur including the pale fork-marked
lemur, Coquerel’s dwarf lemur and the
smallest of all primates, the pygmy
(Madame Berthe’s) mouse lemur. Also
present are the giant jumping rat,
narrow striped mongoose and the
hissing cockroach. Kirindy boasts one
of the highest density of primates of virtually any forest in the world.
Diurnal lemurs include the acrobatic Verreaux’s sifaka and red-fronted
brown lemur.
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Kirindy is part of the Menabe
forests, also noted for their
diverse botany that includes
three of the islands seven
endemic baobabs, including
the giant baobab and the
smallest, the bottle baobab.
Birding is excellent, and you
should see the Madagascar
jacana,
Coquerel’s
and
crested couas and sicklebill
vangas to name a few. You may also see iguanids, chameleons, many
skinks, big headed geckos and possibly kapidolo tortoises. The trails
are broad and mostly flat, making walking easy. Evening walk to spot
nocturnal species hopefully including the world’s smallest primate; the
Madame Berthes mouse lemur.
O/n KIRINDY GITE, FB.
Accommodation in a rustic
bungalow
with
ensuite
western
style
toilets.
Showers will be en-suite but
hot water is not always
available. Your impressive
nocturnal wildlife encounters
should leave you feeling that
the
night
in
basic
accommodation was well
worthwhile. It can be quite cold at night and bedding is minimal – a light
sleeping bag or extra clothing is recommended.
Sun 05 Oct

Morning and afternoon guided walks in KIRINDY RESERVE in search
of the Verreaux’s sifaka and red-fronted brown lemur and other diurnal
wildlife. In the early morning and evenings fossa and narrow striped
mongooses often pass close to the lodge area in search of water and
food scraps.
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There are at least eight fossa’s in the area and several of the
individuals have become habituated to human presence as a result of
a long term fossa study project. These inquisitive predators often
provide outstanding views and photo opportunities in the early
mornings and evenings. In the evening take another night walk in
search of Kirindy’s special nocturnal wildlife maybe including the pale
fork marked lemur and western fat-tailed dwarf lemur. O/n KIRINDY
GITE, FB.

Mon 06 Nov

Morning guided walks in KIRINDY RESERVE in search of more of its
special fauna and flora. Birdlife includes the shy white-breasted mesite,
Coquerel’s and crested couas, Madagascar harrier hawk, Henst’s
goshawk, and sickle-billed, rufous and blue vangas. Of the many
reptiles that may be encountered highlights could include the
Madagascar ground boa, hog-nosed snake, big headed gecko,
Oustalet’s chameleon and collared iguanid. After lunch and a rest,
return to Morondava (2 hours) stopping at points of interest such as the
Twisted Baobab, small wetlands good for birdwatching and local
villages. Arrive at the iconic AVENUE DES BAOBABS at sunset in time
for some great pictures of these 800 year old trees before continuing
to your hotel in MORONDAVA.
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O/n PALISSANDRE COTE
OUEST, FB. A brand-new
international hotel located
in the Nosy Kely area of
Morondava.
Accommodation consists
of 30 bungalows made of
local
materials.
The
comfortable air-conditioned
rooms have private bathroom, satellite TV, safe and mini bar.
Facilities at the hotel include a restaurant offering international and
local cuisine, bar, spa and
swimming pool.
Tue 07 Nov

Morning transfer 7 hours
across rural Madagascan
countryside with stops at
points
of
interest
to
ANTSIRABE. Enjoy a city
tour in the afternoon and visit
local handicraft workshops.
O/n COULEUR CAFÉ, FB.

Wed 08 Nov Drive (4 hours) through
Bestileo
country
to
RANOMAFANA, en route
stopping at the woodcarving
centre of AMBOSITRA, the
origin of the intricate inlayed
wood designs that are found
throughout
Madagascar
(picnic lunch included).
Arrive RANOMAFANA in the
afternoon and transfer to the
hotel. Ranomafana is an
exceptionally
rich
highaltitude rainforest reserve
where the very rare golden
bamboo lemur and eleven
other lemur species exist.
Enjoy an evening walk to
spot rufous mouse lemurs,
fat-tailed dwarf lemurs and a
wealth of reptiles, frogs, stick
insects and other nocturnal
wildlife. (bring torches). O/n
SETAM LODGE, FB. Located close to the entrance of Ranomafana
National Park, this lodge offers good views to the forest. There are 20
bungalows each with a small lounge and private bathroom.
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Thu 09 Nov

Full day guided exploration with packed
lunch of RANOMAFANA NATIONAL
PARK in search of its special wildlife.
Ranomafana is home to two highly
engendered lemur species; the golden
bamboo lemur and the greater bamboo
lemur, both of which can be surprisingly
easily observed in the dense bamboo
here with the help of an expert local
tracker. Other lemur species often seen
include the beautiful Milne-Edwards
sifaka and red-bellied lemur. Over 100
bird species have been recorded in the
park with specialities including the
attractive pitta-like, short-legged and
rufous-headed ground rollers, yellowbrowed oxylabels, velvet and yellowbellied sunbird asitys and brown mesite. There are also many
endemic palms (Dypsis), ferns and pandanus plants and the park is
home to 120 different species of frog. The trails can be steep and
tough but generally the going is moderate. Enjoy another night walk in
the evening before dinner to maybe find pygmy chameleons and if
lucky the huge comet moth. O/n SETAM LODGE, FB.

Fri 10 Nov

Morning pick up from the lodge and drive (3
hrs) to ANJA PARK, with various stops en
route
including
FIANARANTSOA
and
AMBALAVAO and a visit to the paper factory
in ANTEMORO which involves important
traditional skills for the tribe in this area. Visit
the community-managed ANJA PARK to see
habituated ring-tailed lemurs, offering good
photographic opportunities.
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Continue the drive south (3.5 hrs) through ever-changing scenery to
arrive at ISALO late in the afternoon and transfer to the hotel. In the
evening visit the Window of Isalo.

O/n RELAIS DE LA
REINE, FB. The hotel,
on the edge of ISALO
NATIONAL
PARK,
blends in wonderfully
with its surroundings.
Very comfortable, with a
swimming pool, solar
power and large rooms.
Just behind the hotel,
across the small stream
lined with pandanus, is a
pocket of small hills and canyons where Pachypodium and Aloe plants
may be found.
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Sat 11 Nov

Day to explore the spectacular ISALO
NATIONAL PARK. The Park, a runiforme
limestone massif, contains wonderful
scenery and unusual plants like the
endemic ‘elephant’s foot’ Pachypodium
rosalatum, and is a sacred burial ground
for the Bara tribe. Trail choice to be
discussed with your guide, according to
the interests/fitness of the group (the trails
can be reasonably strenuous due to the
terrain and climate). e.g. Take the 4km
CRÊTES
(CRESTS)
TRAIL,
with
fascinating geological formations such as
the Queen of the Isalo, the Wolf, the Boot,
and the Tsingy of Isalo.
Or walk to the PISCINE NATURELLE (natural swimming pool) a
beautiful lush oasis fringed by pandanus trees, where one may swim
in a clear freshwater pool under a waterfall. After the refreshing dip,
continue the walk through wonderful canyon-land scenery to the forest
of NAMAZAHA, a good place for bird watching and lemur-spotting
where ring-tailed lemurs and red
fronted brown lemurs may be seen.
Reward yourself with swims in the
PISCINE BLEUE and PISCINE
NOIRE (blue and black) natural
pools before walking to your
vehicle. Or drive 17km (1 hour) on
a rough road and take a relatively
short walk, negotiating rice paddy
fields into the CANYON DES
MAKIS and CANYON DES RATS
to learn more about the culture and
history of Isalo. Other options may
be possible and your guide will
discuss these with you. O/n
RELAIS DE LA REINE, FB.
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Sun 12 Nov

A very early transfer today to TULEAR passing through ZOMBITSEVOHIBASIA NATIONAL PARK which acts as a transition zone
between the dry and the humid forests of Madagascar. Continue the
journey to Tulear passing the sapphire mining shantytown of Ilakaka
en route. On arrival in
Tulear, transfer to port and
board boat to ANAKAO, a
picturesque and authentic
Vezo fishing village set on a
sandy beach with outrigger
boats lining the shore and
friendly Vezo inhabitants.
Transfer to the lodge and
enjoy the rest of the day at
leisure. Maybe swim in the
sea or take a walk in the
local spiny bush vegetation.
O/n
ANAKAO
OCEAN
LODGE, FB. This beautifully
positioned new hotel is
situated at the southern end
of the village, with charming
bungalows constructed from
local materials, each with
private modern bathroom,
and French doors opening
onto a private veranda
overlooking the sea. All
bungalows
have
air
conditioning, mini bar and mosquito nets.

Mon 13 Nov

Early departure for an excursion with packed lunch to the weird and
wonderful
TSIMANAMPETSOTSA
NATIONAL PARK, in the
isolated far south west of
Madagascar. This extraspecial reserve is one of
the
most unusual in
Madagascar.
It contains a spring-fed, 15
km
long
salt
lake,
shimmering
blue
and
populated by flamingos, spoonbills and other wading birds. There is
also a limestone escarpment with a wonderful pachypodium
dominated forest containing endemic spiny bush flora, and some
wonderful, ancient baobabs including one called the grandmother
baobab which is two thousand years old.
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There is a small
limestone cave with
endemic blind albino
fish
swimming
in
crystal clear water, and
a cenote (collapsed
cave open to the sky)
with a huge ficus tree
grove growing around
it, sending down roots
to obtain water from
the subterranean river
system. Many rare and endemic bird species can be found in the park,
including vasa parrots and couas, and the endangered ring-tailed
lemur inhabits the spiny forest. The park is an excellent location to see
both spider and radiated tortoises and many other endemic reptiles
such as three-eyed lizards, skinks and Dumeril’s ground boa.
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NB:
Please
note
this
excursion involves driving on
bumpy, sandy tracks and
possibly some travel by zebuchariot
(depending
on
conditions) which can be hot
and uncomfortable – take a
sunhat,
sunscreen
and
something cushioned to sit
on! Return to ANAKAO. O/n
ANAKAO OCEAN LODGE,
FB.
Tue 14 Nov

Morning pick up from the hotel and transfer by boat / road to TULEAR.
Transfer to the airport and catch AIR MADAGASCAR flight to TANA.
On arrival you will have use a vehicle to explore Tana if desired.
Transfer to the hotel. O/n RELAIS DES PLATEAUX, BB.

Wed 15 Nov

Morning pick up from the hotel and transfer (4 hours) to PERINET
RESERVE (also known as ANALAMAZAOTRA or ANDASIBE),
passing through many villages and rice paddies. Perinet Reserve
contains the largest lemur, the indri and seven other diurnal species,
as well as chameleons, amphibians and the elusive Aye Aye
(evidence of its presence much more easily seen than the animal
itself!).
The reserve is an excellent
example of eastern rainforest
habitat with many nature trails.
Temperatures may become
quite cool, especially in the
evening and early mornings.
Afternoon/evening to explore the
community-managed MITSINJO
FOREST,
part
of
Analamazaotra that receives
fewer visitors than surrounding
forest areas. This zone offers an
excellent opportunity to see the
Indri
as
well
as
giant
earthworms, chameleons and
more. Evening may reveal
Goodman’s mouse lemurs, furry-eared dwarf lemurs,
chameleons, stick insects and other nocturnal species.

pygmy

O/n ANDASIBE HOTEL, FB. Located close to ANDASIBE-MANTADIA
NATIONAL PARK, this relatively new hotel offers accommodation in
12 comfortable and spacious bungalows with private bathroom,
satellite TV, safe, mini bar and heating for the cooler months. Each
room also has a private terrace. Facilities at the hotel include a
restaurant, bar and swimming pool.
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Thu 16 Nov

Drive 1 hour 30 mins to MANTADIA
NATIONAL PARK, to the north. Morning to
explore the NATIONAL PARK in search of
the diademed sifaka and the black and
white ruffed lemur, and other wildlife such
as extraordinary leaf-tail geckos and
painted mantella frogs. The walking here
is a little harder than Perinet, but should
be fine if one is fit with no mobility
problems and easier trails can be taken if
necessary.
Return to the hotel for lunch. Afternoon at
leisure with OPTIONAL activities available. Night walk before dinner.
O/n ANDASIBE HOTEL, FB.

Fri 17 Nov

Morning
walk
in
ANALAMAZAOTRA (Perinet)
Reserve to look for the indri
and other diurnal species as
well as chameleons and odd
insects like the giraffe-necked
weevil. Return to the hotel for
lunch, the afternoon is at
leisure or perhaps take a tour
of Andasibe village. O/n
ANDASIBE HOTEL, FB.

Sat 18 Nov

Enjoy another morning walk in either Perinet or Mantadia reserves
perhaps to search for some of the more elusive lemur species such as
the beautiful red-bellied lemur and shy eastern bamboo lemur. Bird
highlights could also include nuthatch, red-tailed and blue vangas,
cuckoo roller, brown mesite, and the stunning pitta-like ground roller.
In the afternoon transfer 4 hours back to Tana. On arrival back in
Tana check in to RELAIS DES PLATEAUX hotel for day use of a room
and the facilities.
Later, pick up from the hotel and transfer to the airport to check in for
your departing flight.
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Sun 19 Oct

Take AIR FRANCE flight AF 935 at 0150 to PARIS CHARLES DE
GAULLE arriving 1130. (Flight duration: 11 hours 20 mins) On arrival
Connect with onward AIR FRANCE flight AF 1780 at 1325 to
LONDON HEATHROW arriving 1345. (or regional airport).
*************************
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A MAGICAL JOURNEY THROUGH MADAGASCAR WITH QUENTIN BLOXAM
AND DANIEL RAZAFIMANDIMBY
Minimum group size is 6, maximum 10 plus the tour leaders.
Departure Date from UK
Thursday 02 November 2017

Adult Price
£5,170

Single Supplement
£760

Please note that for every booking on this tour there will be a donation to the Durrell
Wildlife Conservation Trust.
Prices subject to possible revision. Please call 01803 866965 if you have any
queries, would like to secure your place on the tour, and/or if you would like to extend
the tour to include other locations in Madagascar or perhaps add a safari in South
Africa for large African wildlife.
Please Note: This itinerary involves some long overland transfers, some of which will
be over rough bumpy and unsurfaced roads. This is because we have tried to make
the itinerary as robust as possible by not using Air Madagascar’s domestic flights to
and from Morondava which are very unreliable and likely to change or cancel at the
last minute causing disruption to your itinerary. The overland transfers however will
add to your experience of Madagascar and enable you to see much more of the
country and its different landscapes and culture.
Please Note: This itinerary involves walking along rainforest trails which can be
steep and slippery (especially in Ranomafana National Park) in places as well as
some walks in hot conditions in Isalo and Tsimanampetostsa National Parks.
Although all walks within the parks and reserves will be taken at a leisurely pace, the
tour is not suitable for those with mobility problems.
Please Note: Your itinerary has been booked based on current Air Madagascar
domestic flight schedules, which are unreliable and may be changed at any time by
Air Madagascar. Prepayments made by Reef & Rainforest for hotel rooms and other
services will not normally be refundable in the event of a “no-show” by the client
caused by Air Madagascar schedule changes or other factors wholly outside Reef &
Rainforest’s control. Any extra costs for services such as charter flights, transfers and
hotel nights which may need to be booked as a result of Air Madagascar schedule
changes or other factors wholly outside Reef & Rainforest’s control will be borne by
the client and/or their insurers.
Regional airports: If you would prefer your flights to depart from a regional airport in
the UK e.g. Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol etc or from Paris or any other airport
please let us know as we will be pleased to look into the options for you.
Ground only arrangements: If you would like to arrange your own international
flights from anywhere in the world to Madagascar, we can quote for the tour
beginning and ending in Antananarivo on request.
Post-Tour Extensions available on request, perhaps for beach relaxation in the
Nosy Be area or to the wildlife reserves in the south. Please ask for options.
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IMPORTANT NOTES TO ACCOMPANY THE ABOVE ITINERARY
NB: This itinerary involves some long overland transfers. This is because we have tried to make the
itinerary as robust as possible by not using Air Madagascar’s domestic flights to and from Morondava
which are very unreliable and likely to change or cancel at the last minute causing disruption to your
itinerary. The overland transfers however will add to your experience of Madagascar and enable you to
see much more of the country and its different landscapes and culture.
NB: The above itinerary and its quoted price are based on specific hotels and lodges. Should there be
insufficient availability at the time of booking, or if the lodges over-book their rooms (Madagascar
hotels/lodges are notorious for this) alternative hotels and lodges of a similar standard may have to be
booked instead, in which case the itinerary and/or price may change.
NB: Prices are based on specific airlines and specific seating classes. The price may change if those
are not available at the time of booking. We strongly advise booking early to secure the prices quoted,
particularly as the seating classes quoted for are usually the first to be filled.
NB: Your itinerary involves domestic flights with Air Madagascar, an airline which frequently changes its
schedules both before and after departure. Flights may be delayed, postponed, cancelled and/or
changed to other dates at short (or even no) notice. Reef & Rainforest and our in-country
representatives will do all we can to re-organise your tour to mitigate the effects of such schedule
changes caused by Air Madagascar (which are entirely out of our control) including organising private
charter flights subject to the client agreeing to cover the full cost of such charters. Equally, if new hotel
rooms need to be booked due to Air Madagascar schedule changes after departure, the costs for those
rooms will be borne by the client or the client’s insurers. That is because the hotel rooms already
booked for the itinerary will have been paid for by us prior to departure and refunds are not normally
forthcoming from hotels for last-minute cancellations or “no-shows”. Most other costs arising from such
schedule changes by Air Madagascar (such as extra transfers, extra hours of work by our staff, and
some replacement excursions) will not normally be passed on to the client.
NB: The quoted price for the above itinerary is based on current airline fares (both international and
domestic), fuel surcharges and flight taxes. These (and other tour costs) may be subject to
unanticipated increases beyond our control at short notice, either before or after you have booked the
tour, in which case the price would need to be revised accordingly.
NB: Prices are based on standard rooms unless otherwise stated in the itinerary. Should you wish to
upgrade please let us know.
NB: All itineraries are subject to change without notice to take into account possible airline flight
schedule changes which can take place before the departure date or during the tour, and other
operational factors.
NB: Once the tour has been booked and a deposit paid, any further changes initiated by the client may
be subject to additional charges.
NB: Inclusive tours and excursions as stated in the itinerary will have been pre-paid. Once full payment
has been made and/or clients are actually at their destination, should clients be disinclined to partake of
any inclusive tour or excursion, no refunds will be possible.
NB: Some service providers may require that guests sign an indemnity waiver form and may refuse
services if these forms are not signed. Reef and Rainforest Tours cannot give refunds for services not
provided due to a refusal to sign such forms.
NB: Excursions marked as ‘Optional’ are not included in the price.
NB: This tour involves some travel in remote areas. This adds to the adventure and increases the
opportunity to enjoy a true wildlife experience. However, due to terrain, weather, road conditions, and
other factors beyond our control, some elements of the tour may have to be altered. Times of some
activities may need to changed or even cancelled due to the conditions. If an activity is cancelled it will
usually be replaced with an alternative activity that is more appropriate for the conditions. Advance
notice will be given for any changes where possible, although at times changes may need to be made
whilst the tour is in progress.
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NB: With any trip involving wildlife it is impossible to guarantee a sighting, but each trip is designed
around known habitats. Every effort will be made to ensure a sighting, but cannot be held responsible if
no sighting is made due to the wildlife itself, weather, or any other elements beyond our control.
NB: Despite recent improvements, Madagascar still has some accommodation of a lower standards
than that normally expected by western travelers, and a precarious infrastructure including unreliable
domestic flights, poor telecommunications and bad roads. Many of our tours visit areas well off the
beaten track, and therefore far from medical and other services. Trails can often be arduous and
slippery, and campsites are usually very basic. Bookings will only be accepted on the understanding
that the client accepts Reef and Rainforest Tours has done everything in its power to ensure there are
no difficulties, but has no control over standards of some equipment, available accommodation and
services, airline reservation policies, flight schedule changes or possible breakdowns in communication
in Madagascar.
NB: Before and after booking, clients must familiarise themselves with current UK Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) travel advisories so as to satisfy themselves as to the suitability of the
destination(s) to be visited in this itinerary. All decisions relating to the tour will be based on UK FCO
advisories, and not those of any other countries' governments. In the event of any emergency or other
problem encountered in the destination, it is advisable if appropriate to contact the local UK Embassy,
High Commission or Consulate for assistance. The FCO in London also has dedicated telephone call
centres: Crisis Management Dept - 0207 008 5335 (during UK office hours), and Global Response
Centre - 0207 008 1500 (out of UK office hours).
NB: Adequate insurance cover is mandatory. Please supply us with details of your cover.
NB: It is a condition of booking that full travel insurance including Emergency Medical Repatriation is
taken out by each person travelling. Your insurance cover must also include Missed Departure and/or
Missed Flight Connection for both outbound and return flight sectors (such cover might be subject to a
small additional premium – please confirm with your insurers). We ask that you send us a
photo/fax/electronic copy of your policy document together with the 24hr medical assistance telephone
number issued by your insurer.
NB: Flight timings are subject to change. Air Madagascar schedules are particularly unreliable and can
affect itineraries and connections. Please do not rely on the timings in this itinerary. Check 24hrs before
flying (your guide/hotel should be happy to assist).
NB: Visas are now easily obtainable on arrival for EU residents (35 Euros per person at time of writing
but subject to change without notice). PLEASE CHECK THE LATEST INFORMATION WITH YOUR
LOCAL EMBASSY/CONSULATE.
NB: Tips/gratuities are payable locally.
NB: In some hotels, English will be spoken either badly or not at all.
NB: This itinerary involves walking along rainforest trails which can be steep and slippery (especially in
Ranomafana National Park) in places as well as some walks in hot conditions in Isalo and
Tsimanampetostsa National Parks. Although all walks within the parks and reserves will be taken at a
leisurely pace, the tour is not suitable for those with mobility problems.

Reef and Rainforest Tours Ltd.
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